
F	•  At the end of each trial, the correct category was revealed and the 
subjects recorded the accuracy of their category guess. 
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Field observations of extreme shear localization in fault gouge have been 
attributed to a number of factors, including thermal pressurization.  The extent to 
which localization occurs is affected by such parameters as gouge width and 
friction coefficient and has important ramifications for the evolution of fault 
strength, slip, and slip velocity.  We extend a model of shear localization induced 
by thermal pressurization developed by Rice, et. al (2014)1 and Platt, et. al (2014)2 
to include a time-varying velocity and solve simultaneously for the 
evolution of slip velocity, shear strength, and total slip.

We are interested in determining, over the duration of the rupture,
•  the conditions for shear localization, vs. stable sliding
•  the conditions for subsequent shear de-localization, and for stick-slip 

behavior

We model the fault gouge as a layer W mm thick, surrounded by two poroelastic 
half-spaces which move relative to each other at a time-varying slip rate, V(t).  The 
other parameters used to fully describe the gouge model are the time-varying, 
spatially constant parameters shear stress τ(t) total slip δ(t);  and the time- and 
spatially-varying parameters temperature T(t,y), pressure p(t,y), and strain rate 
γ̇(t,y).  We use an a summation-by-parts finite difference mesh for the gouge and a 
simultaneous-approximation-term method (SBP-SAT) to weakly enforce the 
boundary conditions3.  We fix the values of T and p at the boundaries to be 0 for 
all time.   We then use a nonlinear, partially implicit method to solve for the 
evolution of the gouge parameters over time according to the coupled system of 
equations:

5. Effect of stiffness on delocalization

We find that:
•  Localization occurs with larger gouge width and higher load stress;

the critical width and loading stress predicted by the steady-state velocity analysis is a good predictor of its 
occurrence.
•  Delocalization occurs on stiff faults
•  We observe that delocalization can also occur spontaneously. 
Improvements that can be made to the model:
•  It is probable that the fault rheology will change under increasing temperature and pressure, and our 

current friction laws do not take this into account.
•  Boundary conditions on either side of the gouge are likely to be time-varying.
•  We are interested in further exploring what happens as shear localizes, delocalizes, and possibly re-

localizes.  We also want to further study the observed cases of spontaneous delocalization.
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Figure	1.	Image	adapted	from	Pla4,	et.	al	(2014)2	

Figure	5.	Same	gouge	width,		
increasing	load	stress	

Figure	4.	Same	loading	stress,		
increasing	gouge	width	

We use an arcsinh friction law where (a-b) 
> 0, that is rate-strengthening.  Following 
the analysis for rate-strengthening friction in 
Rice, et. al1 we can obtain an expression 
for the minimum width of the localized 
shear zone (right), where we set V to be 
the maximum steady state velocity, which 
is also dependent on the loading stress τL.  
Localization can be expected to occur 
when the width of the shear zone is wider 
than this critical width.
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3.What happens when shear localizes?
Figure	2.	Parameter	plots	

Figure	3.Minimum	condiDons	for	localizaDon	

To explore shear delocalization, we introduce spring-slider dynamics by setting the stiffness, 
k, to be nonzero.  We choose a set of k on the order of 1/W MPa/mm, where W is the 
fault width.  The effect of a nonzero stiffness k (see Panel 2) is to decrease the effective 
loading stress with increasing displacement, eventually below the critical loading stress 
necessary for localization and causing shear to delocalize.  By ignoring the effects of 
radiation damping, we can predict the displacement at which delocalization occurs.  The 
left-most plot shows a fault with stiffness k=0.  On the right-hand side, at very large values 
of k, the fault falls below critical loading stress immediately and uniform shearing occurs.
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The evolution of the various fault 
parameters are shown over time.  
Localization occurs visually as a region 
of high local temperature, pressure, 
and strain rate, accompanied by an 
increase in slip velocity and a drop in 
fault strength.  In some cases the 
localization can be seen to halt after 
some time.

We tested various 
combinations of loading stress 
τ and gouge width W for the 
onset of localization with fault 
stiffness k = 0.  The critical 
values of W and τ predicted 
by the minimum localized 
shear width at steady-state 
velocity is shown to be a good 
indicator of whether or not 
localization will occur.  A star 
and arrow on the plot indicate 
the path taken by the loading 
stress for a fixed gouge width 
under nonzero k (see Panel 5).

Figure	6.	Increasing	fault	sDffness	
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